IGNITE YOUR CAREER with the IGNITE Learning Lab

IGNITE Learning Lab is an opportunity for attendees to become superior equipment professionals. Those that attend the course are better equipped to apply the knowledge from the Career Equipment Fleet Manager (CEFM) manual leading to a higher overall job performance.

Join Us March 7-10 in Las Vegas, Nevada

“This program has opened my eyes and changed my life. It has opened me up to a completely different side of equipment management. Jim Schug did a great job of relating the material in a real-world fashion so I could put the concepts learned into practical use!”

The IGNITE Learning Lab course is an intense two-and-a-half day learning experience focused on the application of the knowledge gained from the CEFM manual. While this is not a preparatory course for the Certified Equipment Manager (CEM) or Certified Equipment Support Professional (CESP) examinations it will help the attendee turn what they have studied into practical skills.

The program includes lectures, group discussion and activities designed to take a ‘deeper dive’ into the knowledge and skills needed for successful equipment managers and equipment support professionals. In addition to the Learning Lab, you will have access to:

- AEMP University IGNITE materials (including a practice exam)
- PDF copy of the CEFM manual
- Weekly emails 6 weeks prior to the course with additional materials and a weekly ‘focus’ to keep the attendee on track with their studies.

Register early for the AEMP University IGNITE Learning Lab to take full advantage of the AEMP University IGNITE online materials as well as the additional prep material emailed out prior to the course. Spending a week studying each of the chapters in the CEFM manual and viewing the corresponding courses online will help you prepare to get better results on the exam offered following the IGNITE Learning Lab program.

For more information or to enroll visit: www.aemp.org/IGNITE